Creating Consistency
and Equity in Spread Jumps
By Nancy Gyes

On January 1, 2014 USDAA changed the jump heights in the
Performance and Championship classes as well as how bars are
set on single jumps. Until January 1, one-bar jumps were allowed
only in Masters classes. Jumps in Starters/Novice and Advanced classes were
required to have two bars placed horizontally with each end of the bar resting on a jump cup. USDAA has now
eliminated this second jump bar for all
levels of competition, essentially allowing all jumps to be one-bar jumps.
I do advocate the use of just one bar
on each jump, but I have concerns that
judges are now allowed at all levels to
place a second bar, not horizontally,
but on an angle, with one end in the
cup just below the jump height and the other end on the ground.
In the past this angled ground bar was used only on spread
jumps, and its primary use was on the parallel double jump to
enable the dog to read the width of the jump. In USDAA and
AKC, we normally see the parallel double jump presented with
two angled ground bars that are crossed underneath the back
bar. AKC requires the jump to be set this way. USDAA is now
leaving the use of either one or two angled bars up to the judge.
So the picture that dogs see of a parallel double jump could be
very similar to a single jump should a judge decide to place an
angled ground bar on some, or even all, of the jumps. Some
judges like to use two bars on a jump, and it is their prerogative
to do so. But when those angled ground bars are used on both
singles and spreads, the potential for dogs confusing a single
jump with a spread jump becomes an issue. I think that if angled ground bars are used, it should only be to differentiate a
parallel double jump from a single jump.
A judge could also choose to use one or two angled ground bars
on the ascending double or triple jump. There have been no
formal research studies regarding whether the use of multiple
bars on jumps helps or hinders the dog. Anecdotal evidence and
vision research done by those of us involved in early takeoff
studies suggests that the more bars there are on a jump, the
more difficult it might be for a dog to find the top bar. These
extra bars can turn an easily visible ascending double jump into
a blurry grey wall.
I feel that spread jumps with two ascending bars and no angled
bars under them, like those used in Europe by FCI, are easier
for a dog to read than parallel or ascending spreads with angled
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bars in the back. I also believe the ascending double jump is
safer for dogs than a parallel spread or a triple jump with extra angled bars because of the visual confusion the bars can
cause, as I mentioned previously, and
because the more bars on a jump, the
easier it is for a dog to get tangled up
in them if he doesn’t clear the jump.
In AKC all dogs use the parallel
double jump and the triple jump, but
in USDAA only 22" and 26" jump
heights use these jumps. I don’t know
how that came about, but as long as I
have done agility I cannot recall small
dogs doing a parallel double or a triple. USDAA now has six jump heights
and only two of them use parallel doubles or triples. The four
jump heights for small and medium dogs (12", 14", 16", and
18") use an ascending double jump to take the place of both
the parallel double and the triple jump. Does USDAA feel that
the parallel double jump and triple are unfair or confusing for
the other four jump heights? I think it is time to eliminate the
parallel spread for all dogs. If it is not needed to test skills in the
other USDAA jump heights, maybe it is due for retirement in
the 22" and 26" heights.
A triple jump without diagonal ground bars is normally a
jump that is easy for a dog to discriminate from other jumps.
The ascending format of the bars creates a picture of depth,
eliminating the need for angled ground bars at the back. However, I do have safety concerns regarding the triple. Without
going into details on jump construction, I have found that
the triple can often cause problems when it is placed on an
awkward approach angle where fixed metal wings can make
it dangerous. I think it’s time for USDAA to phase out the
triple as well. If it is not an appropriate jump for 12", 14",
16", and 18" heights, is it needed in the 22" and 26" classes?
USDAA judges can choose the widths they wish to use on all
of the spreads. This means handlers cannot train just one spread
jump width, and it makes it difficult to purchase training equipment. It also means that at a multi-ring trial you could have
spreads set at different widths in each ring, or even in the same
ring. With the new jump heights there are going to be lots of
errors when setting heights; I have seen those errors at recent
trials. Ring crews are confused and handlers can’t as easily
see from the sidelines whether a jump has been set incorrectly.
Under competition rules it is the handler who is responsible
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for taking a look around the ring and determining whether the
jumps are set correctly for their dog. With the variations in measurement ranges for spreads, is this a reasonable expectation at
a USDAA trial?

The following chart shows USDAA’s current maximum widths
for the double spread, which is usually how these jumps are set.
Height Width Type		

Width as % of Height

If USDAA discontinued the use of parallel spreads and triples
and used only one type of ascending spread with specific widths
rather than a range, it would simplify the job of judges, ring
crew, handlers, and the clubs providing equipment. I believe the
ascending double could easily take the place of both the parallel
double and the extended spreads.
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My last thoughts on spread jumps concern the disparity of the
width of spread jumps among the USDAA jump heights. Listed
below are the current height and maximum width of extended
spreads in USDAA and the percentage of their jump height
they must jump across the extended spread. Note that the extended spread for small and medium dogs is set as an ascending
double, but for large dogs it can be set as an ascending double
or a triple.
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The imbalance starts with the 22" dogs that have to jump a
spread span that is 109% of their jump height, and ends with
a more reasonable width-to-height percentage for the 18" dogs
of 83%. The only reason that 12" dogs must jump much deeper
proportionately than the other small dogs and the medium dogs
is because of existing equipment specifications.
In AKC all dogs jump a triple with a width that is 100% of their
jump height. You might argue that the percentage should be
lower, but at least it is the same for all dogs. I don’t see a good
rationale for USDAA using different width-to-height formulas
for each jump height. I think the width of the extended spreads
would be fairer and more equitable for all dogs if these spreads
were set at 75-80% of each jump height. And triples, if they are
to be used, should be used by all jump heights.
In looking at the double spread jump in USDAA, there is a great
injustice regarding the widths used by small dogs.

As with the USDAA extended spread, there is no consistent formula for the widths of the double spread jump. The large dogs
jump a width that by percentage is much smaller than what the
small and medium dogs must jump. For a parallel double, the
22" dogs must use a jump that is 10% wider (68% vs 58%) than
what the 26" dogs use. When an ascending spread is used for
the big dogs, the 22" dogs jump a span that is 14% greater than
the 26" dogs. As a side note, the width of AKC parallel doubles
is 50% of the jump height for
all dogs.
I understand why the USDAA
measurements have been used
in the past. Most clubs have
fixed double jumps that don’t
allow the width to be varied. So small dogs have been
forced to jump widths that
are in place for larger dogs.
If instead of using fixed spread
jumps we used ascending doubles built from two sets of freestanding wings, as in Europe,
the inequity would be resolved. A double spread could then be
set at any width. Calculations just need to be done to make the
formula consistent and easy to remember so it will be easy to
train as well as set at trials.
All jump heights should have a consistent formula for determining the widths of the spreads without variance in the spans.
Respectfully,

Nancy Gyes

Nancy Gyes and her husband, Jim Basic, run Power Paws Agility in San Jose, California. Nancy has been the AKC World Team Coach since 2006, and has been on the
AKC World Team seven times, four years with Scud and three with Riot. Nancy and Riot finished 1st in 2002 and 2nd in 2001 in Individual Agility classes at the FCI Agility
World Championships. Nancy also won the USDAA Nationals four years in a row, 1998 to 2001, with three different dogs: Scud, Riot, and Wicked. In 2001 and 2002,
Nancy and Riot were the 24” jump height AKC National Champions. Contact Nancy at www.powerpawsagility.com where you can also view other articles and videos.
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